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Commercial radio networks implementing the third-
generation (3G) wireless radio standard UMTS, short for
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, are opera-
tional across the world. In the wake of the success of
second-generation (2G) mobile communications systems
such as GSM, UMTS has been designed to harvest virtu-
ally unlimited business expectations. UMTS offers more
capacity and supports higher bandwidths than its prede-
cessors. The extended service portfolio includes
location-based services, music download and mobile
Internet usage.

UMTS is a highly advanced technology, far more com-
plex than anything deployed in the telecommunication
mass market before. The technology is also expensive for
operators; in addition to spectrum license fees (the
UMTS spectrum auction in Germany in 2000 generated
close to 50 billion euros), operators incur large costs for
building the necessary infrastructure. Radio network plan-
ning [6, 10] is required to control these costs and provide
customers with high-quality services.

The key decisions network planners have
to make are the selection of base station loca-
tions, the number of sectors to install and
where to point the main lobe of each anten-
na. The objective of radio network planning
is to provide maximum wireless coverage
and capacity at minimal cost. Planning for
UMTS differs substantially from previous
wireless technologies, in particular GSM. For
example, capacity planning is not just a mat-
ter of installing equipment (called hard
capacity) as needed, but antenna configura-
tions influence capacity due to interference
with other cells yielding what is called soft
capacity.

Deployment of UMTS started around
2002. The initial phase was coverage-driven,
because the spectrum regulations often
required operators to provide coverage for a
prescribed fraction of the population at given
times. Germany, for example, asked for 50
percent coverage of the population by the
beginning of 2005. In the aftermath of the
New-Economy bubble, operators aimed at a
slow start. With growing customer demand,
network capacity now comes into focus. At
the beginning of UMTS deployment, it was
basically unknown how to address interference-

limited capacity planning appropriately. Only in the last two to
three years has UMTS capacity planning come within reach of
mathematical optimization methods.

In this article, we describe some of the modeling and solu-
tion steps and outline essential features of UMTS and their
effects on planning. Next, we present the cornerstone of all (sta-
tic) system models – the carrier-to-interference ratio equation.
After that we derive a system of related interference-coupling
equations that describe system performance at the cell level.
Finally, we explain how local search algorithms can utilize this
coupling system successfully to produce high-quality coverage
and capacity in real-life networks.About 60 percent of the orig-
inal GSM sites produce the same coverage with UMTS, and
capacity improvements close to 15 percent can be achieved in
comparison to a regular network layout.

UMTS Features and Their Effects 
UMTS CONTAINS an array of features to efficiently use the

scarce radio spectrum. Good planning requires a basic under-
standing of the technical details. We describe the main features
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Figure 1: UMTS radio networks and modeling; (a) snapshot of users and sources of inter ference; (b) the
inter ference-coupling matrix captures all essential information on network design and user proper ties. The
colored connections between antennas indicate the of f-diagonal matrix elements corresponding to the user
conf iguration and network design depicted in (a).

The key decisions are 
base station locations, number of sectors and 

where to point each antenna.



and their effects on planning. Our focus lies on the most com-
mon UMTS radio interface variant, Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access (W-CDMA). (Note: More specifically, we consid-
er systems that apply Frequency Domain Division (FDD) to sep-
arate the downlink (base station to mobile) from the uplink
(reverse direction) communications. The presentation in the fol-
lowing applies to both directions separately.)

W-CDMA relies on code division for concurrent medium
access of different connections. Links may transmit on the
entire available frequency band all the time, instead of using
separate time and/or frequency slots as in GSM. Connections
are separated by distinct codes; each transmission has a (local-
ly) unique sequence of code symbols that stands for a given
data symbol. A superposition of many signals arrives at the
receiver. By applying the sender’s code, an individual message
can be recovered. The advantages of code division are that,
unlike for GSM, no synchronization between different trans-
mitters and no frequency planning are needed.

Closely related to code division is spreading. Several code
symbols are transmitted per user data symbol. The bandwidth
of the radio signal is therefore larger than what is needed for
direct transmission. The spreading improves resilience of com-
munication to interference.

Interference poses a problem for decoding the signal; only
if the signal quality (i.e., the ratio of the received signal over
interference and noise) is high enough, can the user data be
reliably recovered at the receiver. While increasing the transmit
power will improve signal quality for the link in question, this
adds to interference on all other links.

Power control in W-CDMA aims at an equilibrium of trans-
mit powers with as little interference as possible. The principle

mobility, snapshots of users’ demand in time are evaluat-
ed. A schematic view of a user snapshot served by a radio
network is depicted in Figure 1a. Two crucial assumptions
for static modeling are: first, the average interference can
be considered constant over short time spans; second,
power control adjusts the signal quality at the receiver to
the minimum feasible value that ensures proper decoding
at all times. The bottom graph in Figure 2 is thus approx-
imated by a straight horizontal line. This is called perfect
power control.

The assumption of constant average signal quality is
captured by the carrier-to-interference equation illustrated
in Figure 4. (Note: We state the CIR equation for the uplink

is illustrated in Figure 2. Exactly 1,500 times
per second, the receiver compares the current
signal quality to a target value and asks the
transmitter to update its power. The quality of
the received signal is thus approximately held
constant. In parallel, the receiver monitors the
resulting decoding error rate and adapts the
quality target periodically such as to operate at
the maximum tolerable error rate.

The combination of features guarantees an
efficient use of the radio spectrum; more users
than ever can be served simultaneously. But the
features involve effects that did not matter in net-
work planning before. Cell breathing is a case in
point; according to the level of interference at the
receiver, the maximum distance that can be over-
come with a limited power budget varies. The
coverage area of a cell thus depends on the load.

Furthermore, soft capacity is an issue for urban planning
scenarios, where coverage is not a problem. Figure 3 illustrates
the soft capacity phenomenon: the amount of traffic that a cell
can serve varies. If more interference is present, the cell’s power
budget is exhausted earlier. For example, interference is higher
if users are close to the cell border; also, traffic in neighboring
cells adds to interference. Capacity planning thus has to con-
sider the number, properties and positions of users in a cell and
also in the neighboring cells. The power levels resulting from
the power control mechanism need to be calculated in order to
determine if there is sufficient capacity for serving a given
amount of traffic.

Static Model: Carrier to Interference 
Ratio Equation

NETWORK PLANNING commonly relies on static
models [12]. Instead of considering the dynamic influ-
ences such as short-term channel variation and user
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Figure 2: Power control on a UMTS over one second: according to the current channel s tate (top graph) and the
current level of inter ference (assumed constant), the transmit power is adjusted (middle graph) such as to
achieve an approximately constant signal quality at the receiver (bottom graph).
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Instead of considering the dynamic influences,
snapshots of users’ 

demand in time are evaluated.



only, as it is simpler than that for the downlink. Moreover,
some technicalities are omitted for the sake of a smoother
presentation. A full account of the model can, for example,
be found in [10]) An equation is formulated for each radio
link. The fraction at the left-hand side is the link’s carri-
er-to-interference ratio (CIR). The numerator contains the
received signal power, which is the product of the trans-
mit power and the attenuation factor. The denominator is
the total strength of all other interfering signals and noise.
Again, the transmitted powers are multiplied by the
respective attenuation factors.

In addition, an (experimentally determined) activity
factor is introduced, indicating the fraction of the time a
link is actually active. As an example, a link carrying voice
telephony is typically active for 67 percent of the time in
one direction (including protocol overhead). An average
interference is thus considered. Because perfect power
control is assumed, the CIR is equal to the connection-
specific constant on the right hand side of the equation,
the CIR target.

The set of all CIR equalities constitutes a linear equation
system, whose solutions represent the equilibrium of transmit

powers toward which power control drifts.
In order to assess whether the network
provides sufficient capacity to serve a given
snapshot, we have to determine whether
the CIR equation system admits a solution.
Furthermore, the solution has to be posi-
tive in all components and within the cell
power limits.

The concept of systems of CIR
equations is simple to grasp, but using
it in practice poses some challenges.

For supplying the model with appropriate coefficient val-
ues, mathematicians rely upon the results of different
disciplines in the engineering sciences. The number of
users, their services and their positions in a snapshot is
determined by traffic modeling. Traffic modeling usually
identifies a stochastic distribution of usage intensities in
the busy hour (the hour of the day during which the net-
work is maximally loaded); an example traffic intensity
function is depicted in Figure 5a. The user-specific para-
meters (activity factor and CIR target) are selected
according to service and link models. Live measurements
or detailed link-level simulations determine the CIR tar-
gets for the different services.

The attenuation factors between antennas and users are
predicted by radio wave propagation models [11]. This is
difficult in urban areas, because signals are reflected and
diffracted by several obstacles and reach the receiver on
multiple paths. Radio wave propagation prediction uses
terrain height data and, ideally, building data. Also the
influence of the antenna needs to be considered. Figure 5b
illustrates a use of propagation data; for the indicated net-
work configuration, the strongest received signal at all

points in the planning area and the
resulting cell structure are indicated.

There are two computational diffi-
culties with using the static model for
network planning. First, planning for a
single snapshot is pointless. Many
snapshots should be considered.
Second, solving the CIR equation sys-
tem is numerically difficult as the
quantities involved often span a range
of 10-13 orders of magnitude.

Distilling the Essence: 
Cell Coupling 

THE DIFFICULTIES WITH the CIR
equation system outlined above can be
overcome. There is a mathematical
model of the entire system that pin-
points the interference coupling among
cells in a strikingly simple fashion.
(Note: We focus on the uplink here. The
same ideas apply to the downlink.) The
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Figure 3: Sof t capacity: even if the cell’s resources suf f ice to ser ve a set of users (a) if all are located at the
cell center, capacity may be exceeded if (b) the same users are located at the cell border, or (c) if there is
too much inter ference from users in neighboring cells.

Figure 4: Static model: a system of CIR equations is used to calculate transmit powers and check capacity. The
identif ication of sensible coef f icients requires the collaboration with dif ferent f ields in the engineering
sciences.



model was first conceived as a technique for reducing the
dimension of the CIR equation system from the number
of users (typically several thousands) to the number of
cells (typically a few hundred) [7]. To this end, cell power
variables summing up (in the uplink) all average received
powers at the base station antennas are introduced. By
eliminating the link power variables from the system, we
obtain an equation system describing the relation of the
different cell powers:

The vector of average cell powers is here denoted by p.
The coefficients of the cell power variables after the trans-
formation form a nonnegative square matrix, the
interference-coupling matrix, denoted by C. The interfer-
ence-coupling matrix is constructed for a specific user
configuration and network design. (See [10, 3] for
details). For the user configuration and network design
depicted in Figure 1a, the line color intensity in Figure 1b
indicates the magnitude of the corresponding off-diago-
nal elements representing the cell coupling.

Originally, the dimension reduction technique provided
merely a computational speedup for solving the CIR equation
system in a two-step approach. First, the cell powers are com-
puted as the solution of the coupling equation system. This is
easy because the system is small and well-conditioned. Second,
the individual link powers are derived.

Beyond the alleviation of computational problems, howev-
er, the coupling equation system enables a new view on the sys-
tem at cell level. After all, individual link powers in a snapshot
are of little interest for network planning. The cell powers are
essential for capacity evaluation, and they can be computed
without (explicitly) considering individual users. The coupling
equation system thus allows one to understand the properties
of a network through the coupling matrix alone. We next out-

line two approaches to UMTS network model-
ing and performance evaluation that rely on
this principle.

The expected network performance for a
random model of snapshots is usually
more interesting than the network’s per-
formance on a single snapshot. The
expected network performance can be esti-
mated by solving the coupling equation
with the expected coupling matrix. This cor-
responds to considering an “average
snapshot” [1]; for typical random models,
the corresponding calculations are

straightforward. It can be shown empirically [3] that the
expected coupling matrix is a good representative for the
network design and its performance.

The coupling model also allows a top-level view on
congestion control, the reaction of the system to overload
situations. Congestion control can be represented at cell
level by scaling the matrix columns corresponding to
overloaded cells (the rows for the downlink) such that all
cell powers remain within the acceptable limits. This can
be formally represented by a coupling system with com-
plementarity constraints [2].

The simplifications embodied in the model are not neces-
sarily justified for arbitrary input data. For planning purposes
and for realistic data as input, however, the simple model
describes network capacity to a satisfactory degree: For typical
signal variations over time and user mobility, the transition
from dynamic to static models is feasible, because the dynam-
ic mechanisms can be represented by short-term average with
reasonable accuracy [5]. For typical service definitions, the
aggregation of fine-granular users in the coupling matrix is fea-
sible. Aggregating their individual properties does not entail
too much loss of information. For typical random distribu-
tions of users, the expected coupling matrix is a valid first-order
approximation, which allows to discriminate between good
and bad network configurations, even though performance
cannot be assessed to the last detail [3].

Unleashing optimization 
ON THE BASIS OF the compact cell-coupling model, opti-

mization methods can be applied to UMTS planning. We out-
line developments in three areas: coverage and extension
planning, capacity optimization and the derivation of bounds
on optimization results.

In coverage optimization, arguably the most important
decision is the selection of base station sites and thus the
location of antennas. Choices for sites are limited; opera-
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Figure 5: Elements of planning data: (a) average normalized traf f ic intensity in Berlin, (b) received signal
s trength and cell areas.

(coupling equation system)

The goal is to maximize coverage 
or minimize the cost of achieving a specified 

coverage target.
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tors have to make do with whatever sites they can acquire
or have built or rented already. Coverage optimization
can be cast into a mathematical set-covering problem.
The ground set to be covered in the planning area is typ-
ically “discrete-ized” into “pixels.” Each potential base
station site gives rise to sets providing coverage to a col-
lection of pixels. The goal is to maximize coverage or,
alternatively, minimize the cost of achieving a specified
coverage target. Even for large instances with several hun-
dred sites and dozens of potential configurations per site,
such problems can be solved (close) to optimality using
commercial mixed integer linear programming solvers.

In capacity planning, the predicted demand for services
should be satisfied. Optimizing antenna directions is a
key means to control interference coupling and thus to
increase capacity. In the expected-coupling setting, this
problem can be mapped to designing a network whose
expected coupling matrix produces the lowest total trans-
mit power estimates. The problem is inherently nonlinear,
as the capacity required for serving an incremental
amount of traffic in a cell increases with the amount of
presently served traffic. The above methods based on the
coupling-matrix, however, can evaluate a city-wide net-
work within seconds. This is the basis for successful
search methods.

The solution quality can be assessed with lower bounds.
Separate bounds can be conceived for the interference
coupling among cells (inter-cell interference) and inter-
ference generated within the cells (intra-cell interference).
Inter-cell interference is perfectly reduced if cells do not

overlap whatsoever (Figure 6a); intra-
cell interference, on the other hand, is
minimum if all cells have equal load
(Figure 6b). The combination of both
assumptions is perfectly balanced cells
with no overlap; this scenario allows
deducing a true lower bound (Figure
6c). The bound is typically poor,
because overlap between cells is
inevitable with seamless coverage. A
more instructive reference value is
derived if the minimum possible
amount of overlap is taken into

account in the regular scenario (Figure 6d). The latter
value is expressed in the “gap” column in Table 1. For
details on lower bounds, see [3].

In practical experiments, local search with 1-opt to 4-opt
steps has been applied to the four large, realistic scenarios list-
ed in Table 1. (Note: data sources: [8], [9].) The objective has
been the minimization of overall transmit power. Prior to this
capacity optimization step, a minimum number of sites and
cells from a legacy GSM network were selected while main-
taining coverage. In the case of Berlin, for example, 108 out of
the 204 cells used in GSM sufficed to provide the coverage. The
optimization with search methods managed to reduce the
objective to only 12 percent more than the reference value
described above. The network performance as determined by
detailed simulation is significantly improved by optimization;
the average cell load, which was primarily targeted in opti-
mization, decreases by 16.2 percent.Also the blocking ratio (the
percentage of users that are rejected on the average due to over-
load) decreases, in this case by 4.1 percent. All in all, 13.5 per-
cent more capacity is provided on average. (Note: The average
cell capacity estimation is based on the average other-to-own-cell-
interference ratio, see [4].) The improvement by optimization is
illustrated for the Lisbon scenario in Figure 7. In summary, the
optimization success justifies the abstractions and simplifica-
tions made in modeling. For details, again, see [3].

Summing Up
REAL-WORLD INFRASTRUCTURE planning is utterly

complex. With a hands-on and interdisciplinary approach,
however, challenges from practice can be made amenable to the

Figure 6: Deriving quality cer tif icates for capacity optimization: (a) inter ference among dif ferent cells is
minimal if they do not overlap; (b) total inter ference generated within cells is lowest if cells are of equal
size and load is evenly dis tributed; (c) the combination of both assumptions produces a lower bound; and
(d) taking into account the technically least possible overlap in the idealized conf iguration produces a
more realis tic point of reference.

Table 1: Ef fect of site reduction and conf iguration f ine-tuning for capacity maximization in four dif ferent, realis tic scenarios. The per formance improvement is
determined by detailed Monte Carlo simulation.

# cells gap to performance improvement 
reference

area gsm umts (load) avg. cell load blocking ratio capacity

Berlin 56 km2 204 108 12.0% -16.2% -4.1 pp +13.5% 

Lisbon 21 km2 164 96 8.4% -10.0% -1.5 pp +9.7% 
Turin 274 km2 335 335 13.0% -14.4% -0.6 pp +8.4% 
Vienna 437 km2 628 361 0.1% -3.7% -0.5 pp +6.8% 



toolbox of operations research and optimization. Following the
guidelines described and exemplified for wireless technology
here, mathematicians can expand the application areas of
modern mathematics and create significant impact.

The example of UMTS radio network planning shows how
the overall complexity can be reduced into a simple model
capturing the essentials. Instrumental to this approach is the
focus on typical real-world instances that guide the modeling
and help to distinguish between phenomena that need to be
considered and those that need not. For the capacity opti-
mization of UMTS, a compact system model, various opti-
mization models and optimization methods have been
developed along these lines. From a mathematician’s point of
view, on the one hand, the optimization problems are still not
satisfactorily addressed. Mathematical methods producing
proven optimal solutions (or close to that) are still on the wish
list. From a practitioner’s point of view, on the other hand, the
tools are well-developed and suited for daily business. The
UMTS system model has a much wider scope. The concise

description of interference coupling among
cells is common to interference-limited radio
interface with coupling among cells. Any spec-
trum-efficient future system is of that sort as,
for example, the OFDMA scheme used in
WiMAX. Thus, the approaches sketched here
can be applied to the WiMAX planning. Quite
an appealing perspective for carriers, who
develop plans for deploying nation-wide
WiMAX infrastructure. ❙ORMS
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A U T H O R S ’  N O T E :  
This article highlights achievements in UMTS telecommunication
network planning. We view this case as an example typical for
modern infrastructure planning. New technologies, such as third-
generation (3G) wireless radio systems, pose challenges that
cannot be mastered by “traditional methodology.” Besides
operations research expertise, in-depth technical understanding
and close interactions with engineers and practitioners are
mandatory. Highly detailed solution approaches, however, usually
result in optimization tasks that are way out of reach. To be able
to apply optimization techniques, layers of system complexity have
to be appropriately condensed to compact mathematical
descriptions. In the end, the cooperative efforts may produce, as
in the case presented here, results that initially seemed out of
reach for mathematical approaches. 

Figure 7: Ef fect of optimization in the Lisbon scenario: cell areas and average transmit power (a) before and
(b) af ter conf iguration f ine-tuning for capacity maximization.
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